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Abstract: The shift in the percolation threshold of compressed composites was studied by a 3D continuum percolation model. A
Monte Carlo (MC) method was employed in the simulations. The percolation threshold was found to rise with the compression
strain, which captures the basic trend in compression-induced conductivity variation from the experiments. Both fiber bending and
texture formation contribute to the percolation threshold. The results suggest that fillers with a high aspect ratio are more desirable
for sensor and electrical switch applications.
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1 Introduction
Both scientific and technological communities
are impressed with the piezoresistive effect of polymer-based nanocomposites (Carmona et al., 1987;
Zhang et al., 2000; Hussain et al., 2001; Dang et al.,
2007). The scientific interest is caused by the creation
of piezoresistance from two non-piezoresistive
components, while the technological advantage lies in
the low processing cost of polymers. The root of this
effect can be traced to the percolation theory, which
leads to a general formulation in the form of
σ∝(φ−φc)t, where σ is the conductivity, t the critical
exponent, φ the volume fraction, and φc the percolation threshold (Kirkpatrick, 1973). When φ is close to
φc, a sharp conductivity change is expected for even a
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slight variation of φ (or φc), by deforming the composites. Early experiments demonstrated that the
hydrostatic pressure led to the increase of conductivity in four polymer-matrix composites that filled with
carbon particles (Carmona et al., 1987; Wichmann et
al., 2009). A phenomenological theory that accounted
for the pressure-induced volume fraction increase was
developed to correlate the experimental data (Carmona et al., 1987). Piezoresistance effect has also
been found in composites with rubber matrix under
uniaxial compression (Zhang et al., 2000). Subjected
to compression, the nearly incompressible feature of
the rubbers inevitably shortens the distances among
rigid carbon particles. Consequently, more conducting paths may be formed to align with the compression direction and the percolation threshold is lowered.
For composites with conducting fibers, however,
the above trend in the piezoresistance effect may be
reversed. The composites with conducting fibers are
more of application interest due to the extremely low
percolation threshold (<1%) (Li and Chou, 2007;
Bauhofer and Kovacs, 2009; Ma et al., 2010), com-
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pared to that of the composites with particle fillers
(–30%) (Safran et al., 1985). To elucidate the underlying mechanisms, a 2D Monte Carlo (MC) model
has been proposed by Lin et al. (2010). In the present
work, we extend the MC simulation to 3D systems.

φc was obtained by repeating the MC simulations one
hundred times and was fitted by a normal distribution
(Fig. 2), as suggested by Li and Chou (2007). The
mean value gives the percolation threshold
φc=(1.30±0.03)%, which is in agreement with the
result (φc=1.3%) of Foygel et al. (2005).

2 Simulation methods
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An L×L×L cubic matrix with fibers of unit length
is chosen as the initial percolating system for MC
simulations. The fiber is represented by an arc of
radius R (Fig. 1) with an assumed circular crosssection of radius a. The aspect ratio (AR) is thus
conveniently defined as 1/(2a). The fiber orientation
is characterized by the two angles θi and φi. The center
is located by the chord middle-point coordinates
Mi(Xi,Yi,Zi). To accelerate the contact points searching
process, each fiber, e.g., the ith one, is uniformly
discretized into n+1 points denoted as Ai1 to Ain+1, and
the adjacent points define n segments denoted as Li1 to
Lin. An arm-shaped model has been used to study the
electrical conductivity of polymer-based composites
with curved fibers, which is equivalent in setting n=2
(Ma and Gao, 2008). To catch the details of
deformation-induced bending, we take n=10 in this
work. The ith and jth fibers are in contact only if
min{distance(Lik, Ljl), k, l=1, 2, …, n}≤2a. The MC
algorithm can be sketched by the following five steps:
(1) add the ith fiber to the matrix according to randomly generated (Xi,Yi,Zi), θi, and φi; (2) search for
contacts between the ith fiber and the fibers whose
chord centers are within the cube defined by |X−Xi|<1,
|Y−Yi|<1, and |Z−Zi|<1; (3) assign a common cluster
number for the connected fibers so that different
clusters have different numbers; (4) merge two clusters (assigning both the smaller cluster number) when
they are bridged by the ith fiber; and, (5) repeat step
(1) to step (4) until the first percolating cluster was
formed. The critical volume fraction φc was then determined by ncπa2/L3 with nc being the critical number.
The computation cost increases enormously with the
matrix size and the discrete point number n of each
fiber. To reduce the computer time to an affordable
level, we take L=10 and n=10 for all simulations. The
code was tested by calculating the percolation threshold for a composite sample with straight-fillers. The
filler AR is taken to be 50. The probability density of
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Fig. 2 Distribution of 100 MC simulations for a
10×10×10 matrix (the percolation threshold φc is obtained by fitting)

3 Deformation effect
The polymer matrix is generally much more
compliant than the conducting fiber fillers, such as
carbon nanotubes (CNTs). The latter possess high
ARs and extraordinary mechanical and electrical
properties (Yang et al., 2008; Bauhofer and Kovacs,
2009). The embedded fiber retains its length under
tension, but bends under compression. The bending
effect of an initially straight fiber is modeled in the
following two-step process. Firstly, the fiber is assumed to deform with the matrix. Assuming the matrix is incompressible, the coordinates before and
after deformation transform are given below:
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X=

X0
1− γ

Y0

Y=

,

1− γ

,

Z = Z 0 (1 − γ ),

(1)

θi0 > θ λ with

θ λ = arctan (1 − γ )(2 − γ ).
where the superscript “0” indicates the initial configuration and γ is the compression strain. Secondly,
the deformed fiber length l is calculated in accordance
to the given deformation mode:
l=

sin 2 θi0
+ cos 2 θi0 (1 − γ )2 ,
1− γ

(2)

with θ i0 being the polar angle of the initial straight
fiber. If l<1, it is replaced by an arc with the same
ends and the unit length, as shown in Fig. 3a. The
point M(Xi,Yi,Zi) now becomes the middle point of the
chord. The bending direction, i.e., the angle φi, is
randomly given. Substituting l<1 into Eq. (2), the
following inequality is found to be satisfied when
z

(2)

Fig. 3b shows the “elongated fiber” when l>1, as
indicated by the dashed line. The angles θi and φi are
kept and the two ends are relocated so as |MiAi1|
=|MiAin|=1/2. The polar angle θλ is plotted in Fig. 3c
for the incompressible matrix. The angle decreases
with strain and is in the range of 26°–45° for a compression strain up to 30%. The deformation mode
depicted in Fig. 3 is suitable for describing the behaviors of composite with a compliant matrix, such as
the widely-used rubbers, with fillers of high AR.
Fig. 4a shows the initial configuration of a 10×10×10
matrix with 200 straight fibers. After a compression
strain of 30%, the deformed configuration is shown in
Fig. 4b. The figure shows the change in connectivity,
and thus the percolation threshold.
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Fig. 3 Fiber geometry under local compression (a); Fiber geometry under local tension (b); Variation of θλ
with strain (c)
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Fig. 4 Example of a 3D matrix (10×10×10) containing 200 fibers (a) before and (b) after compression
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4 Results and discussion
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where σf and σm denote the conductivities of the filler
and the matrix, respectively. The critical exponent t is
taken to be 2.5, according to the conductivity measurements for CNT-filled composites. Fig. 6 plots the
compression-induced conductivity variation for different filler volume fractions. The conductivity remains nearly constant at compression strains less than
15%, then it down-slides at strains larger than 15%
and loadings close to the percolation threshold. The
insensitivity at small strains is due to the relatively
small AR comparing to the real fiber-like fillers. For
CNTs, the diameter is about 10 nm and the length is in
the micrometer range, giving the AR>1000. For these
ultra slim fillers, the bending effect is more pronounced under compression. Presumably, the percolation threshold would then increase with strain and
the plateau region would vanish. On the other hand,
for particle-filled composites, i.e., the limiting case
with AR=–1, the percolation threshold decreases
under compression.
Besides the fiber bending, deformation also assists fiber alignment. The fiber polar angles before
and after the deformation are related by
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Fig. 5 Percolation thresholds versus compression strain
for composites with an aspect ratio of fibers being 50
and a Poisson’s ratio of the matrix being 0.5
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The percolation behavior along the compression
direction is focused. The percolation threshold increases with compression, in agreement with the observed decrease of conductivity in CNT-filled composites. The conductivity correlates to the density of
the conducting paths. As predicted by the percolation
theory, the formation of the conducting paths strongly
depends on the difference between the volume fraction and the percolation threshold of the conducting
fillers. For the rubber-like matrix, the bulk is isochoric under compression. Accordingly, the decrease
in conductivity comes from the shift in the percolation
threshold. This is confirmed by the MC simulations of
a compressed composite with fiber AR=50 (Fig. 5).
For 30% compression strain, the percolation threshold increases about 3.6%. The composite conductivity
can be calculated from the universal power law:
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Fig. 6 Relative conductivity versus compression strain
for different filler volume fractions
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θ = arctan ⎜ tan θ 0 ⎟ , φ = φ 0 ,

(4)

where c=(1−γ)3/2. The initial orientation is assumed to
sin θ 0
for 0≤θ0≤π/2,
be fully random; i.e., f0(θ0,φ0)=
2π
0≤φ0≤2π. After deformation, the probability density
function becomes
f (θi , φi ) =

1 + tan 2 θi
c2
sin ( arctan(c tan θ i ) )
. (5)
2π
1 + c 2 tan 2 θi

Fig. 7 shows the distributions of orientation angles before and after compression. Please note that
neither bending nor alignment plays a role in the
particle-filled composite. The feature of orientation
change in fiber-filled composites dictates its opposite
behavior in piezoresistance from the particle-filled
composites.
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5 Conclusions

The piezoresistance effect in fiber-filled composites has been studied by 3D MC simulations.
Though the fiber is simply modeled as an arc after
bending, the simulation captures the general trend in
compression-induced conductivity, similar to that
from the experiments. For sensor and electrical switch
applications, the high AR fillers are more desirable.
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